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This paper gives a comprehensive examination on patterns of the initial college major choice for gender, racial/ethnic and nativity groups. I focus on the influence of three aspects of pre-college experiences: achievement, attitude and course taking in both math and English. I find math matters more than English in determining college major choice. Math attitude remains as the most important factor in contributing to gender differences in college major choice. Racial minorities share the tendency in choosing more lucrative college majors than whites.
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INTRODUCTION

College major choice, like any decision making, is associated with uncertainty. With rising tuition and the unstable economy, this uncertainty is magnified. Studies have reported that degrees in engineering, computer science and business gain higher earnings returns, while degrees in humanities, social science and education produce lower returns (Hecker 1995; Marini and Fan 1997). This has led some scholars to ponder upon the implications of college major choice for life chances. Gerber (2004)